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Ambassador from the wild (AOTW)
Main Screen

The prototype in assignment 3 is actually part of the working game, which Wevryu, a bird from the forest,
decided to sing for the occupants of the building, and try to make a living by collecting "gifts" from them.

Features




Smooth animation, accurate collision detection
(i.e. FallingObject and Hero all controlled by a single thread)
Pause-able game by pressing [ESC]
Player vs Player mode

Contribution in this prototype
Most code is based on my work, except I may use the logic learnt from the textbook (Gary Rosenzeig,
2007), Tom Krch’s tutorial for P2P, as well as some of my previous experience. Most resources like
Cards/Puzzle/Macrott images and Sound effects are based on the textbook. (Gary Rosenzeig, 2007).




Game design
Most of the Code, including menu system, drag & drop as well as animations/velocityanimation.
Updated a couple images.

Please refer to Appendix 1 (updated) for a list of contribution:

Source control
The project uses Mercurial Distributed SCM for source control to monitor changes, the source control
files is located in .hg directory.
Because it’s too large to send via Blackboard (7.99mb), it’s not submitted, please notify me if you want to
check it out.

How to play?

How to play?
Please run the ActionGame.html in the output directory. I have also uploaded the game to the ISP, which
is available here: http://home.netvigator.com/~mso6f/assignment3/ActionGame.html
This prototype can be started by selecting Single Player.
To win the game, you have to use left arrow and right arrow key to control the hero to collect gifts fall
from the above, while avoid to get hit by the gift. Each gift worth 50 to 150 score, and you need 15000 to
win the game. Gravity (the speed the gift falls) and Generosity (the number of gifts drops per time)
increase over time.

Relationship with the game design
The puzzle game is about an annoyed man throwing items off the street because a beautiful bird singing
there, so the action game featured the bird collect the generous gift from the man. This is represented by
the Player vs Player mode. In PvP mode, one player play the puzzle game, while the another player play
the action game. Gravity and Generosity increase as the first player progress through the puzzle game.
To start this mode:
Player 1 have to start the game as Multi player \ Server (Puzzle), then send the fingerprint code to Player
2. Player 2 then start the game as Multi player \ Client (Action), paste the code on it and press connect.

References
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Coding data exchange between JavaScript and Flash Player. (2010).
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Implementation
Please find the class diagram from the ClassDiagram directory.

Doggle Game

The main MovieClip of the game is DoggleGame, it contains the information element like score, health,
gravity and generosity. It also contains DoggleGameFrame, which is the controller of the actual action
game.
DoggleGameFrame, has a Hero, an array of FallingObjects, and a WrapPanel which contains 9
Windows, which I reused from the Puzzle game.
The artwork of the Hero is taken from the textbook (Rosenzweig, G), I wrapped the Hero into a
HorizontalController, which uses MoveVelocityAnimation to control it’s movement.
The FallingObjects also uses MoveVelocityAnimation to control is “falling” from the window to the
ground, and when it hit ground (EVENT_REACHBOUNDS), it will automatically remove itself.
All VelocityAnimations (Hero and FallingObjects) are run in a central “thread”
ParallelVelocityAnimation, so collision check is done after each time ParallelVelocityAnimation is
completed updating it’s child animations. This should be less resource consuming and more accurate
than checking it in another “thread” (e.g. timer)
The P2P class utilize Adobe cirrus beta to create connection between two players. Both sides create a
NetConnection to Adobe’s rtmfp server, then when the connection accepted, will init receive and send
NetStream. Because initializing receive steam require ID of the another side (farPeerID), server initialize
receiveStream AFTER client is connected (onPeerConnect).

Appendixes
Appendix 1 : Contribution Chart (updated item in red)
Classes /
Interfaces / Events

Contribution
Others

Animation
- Animation
-

Base class for all Time-Limited
animations.
Flip from one frame to another.
Move from one location to another.
Set Opacity from a value to another.
Rotate x, y or z axis of a MovieClip.
Change the size of a MovieClip
Run multiple Animation(s) in
sequential.
⃝

FlipAnimation
MoveAnimation
OpacityAnimation
RotateAnimation
SizeAnimation
SequentialAnimation
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝
⃝

Velocity animation
- VelocityBasedAnimation

Base class for all Velocity (Speed)
Limited animations.
Move a MovieClip for x px per second.
Raised when the movieclip hit the
bounds.
Running multiple VelocityAnimation in
parallel, which allow pausing the
game and reduce resource usage.
⃝

- MoveVelocityAnimation
- BoundEvent
⃝

- ParallelVelocityAnimation
⃝

Drag and Drop
- DragDropTools
⃝

- ISupportDrag
⃝

- ISupportDrop
⃝

Allocation
- WrapPanel
⃝

- Grid
⃝

- IGridItem
⃝

Misc
- NotificationBox
⃝

⃝

Generic class for Drag and Drop
support.
Implemented by controls to support
drag.
Implemented by controls to support
drop.

Organize the child from left to
right, and move to next line when out
of space.
Organize the child based on child’s
col/row.
To be implemented by Grid’s children.

Display tips in the middle of the
screen.
Display time elapsed.
(Unused) Show progress when loading.
Show how many cards matched.

- TimerTextField
- LoadingControl
- Window11
Card related
- CardDeck
- Card11

⃝
⃝
⃝

Holder of one set of cards (16)
The original art is based on the
textbook. The code is animation based
and is done by myself.
Event used when a card is selected.
⃝

⃝
⃝

Puzzle related
- Puzzle
⃝

- PuzzlePiece
⃝

Main controller
- MainScreen
⃝

⃝

- CardEvent

- MatchGame
- GameOverScreen
- GameStrings

Description

My own

⃝

⃝

⃝

Holder of one set of puzzle (16
PuzzlePiece)
A piece of puzzle, draggable.

Display Title screen and Introduction
screen.
Main controller of both puzzle games.
Display game over and time elapsed.
Included most game text for

localization.
- DoggleGame

Container of DoggleGameFrame and
other display elements.
Connect player to player. It’s based
on the Tom Krcha’s code but the class
is designed by myself.

- P2P

⃝
⃝

⃝

Action game related
- DoggleGameFrame
- HorizontalGameController
⃝

- FallingObject
⃝

- PointBurst
⃝

- LiveMetre
⃝

Controller of the action game.
Allow player to use keyboard to
control the movement of hero.
Embed a MovieClip that will move from
top (lower y-axis) to bottom (higher
y-axis) and then dispose itself.
Create a score sprite that will
explode and fade and dispose itself.
Display number of lives left
graphically.

Resources
- Wall
- Symbol11
⃝

- Sound Effects (3)
⃝

⃝

Background of the MatchGame
The art is based on the textbook.
I did some modification to the
images.
The sound effects is based on the
textbook.
Button
OK Button
⃝
⃝

- BasicButton
- OKButton
⃝
⃝

Support files
- CardGame.js
⃝

- CardGame.html
⃝

⃝

- Diagrams
⃝

⃝

Added to support background
changing/cheat mode.
I have modified the file generated by
Flash.
Generated by Microsoft (c) VS 2010

